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Vector Laplacians on Surfaces
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Abstract
We develop a finite element method for the vector Laplacian based on the co-
variant derivative of tangential vector fields on surfaces embedded in R3. Closely
related operators arise in models of flow on surfaces as well as elastic membranes
and shells. The method is based on standard continuous parametric Lagrange ele-
ments which describe a R3 vector field on the surface and the tangent condition is
weakly enforced using a penalization term. We derive error estimates that take the
approximation of both the geometry of the surface and the solution to the partial
differential equation into account. In particular we note that to achieve optimal
order error estimates, in both energy and L2 norms, the normal approximation
used in the penalization term must be of the same order as the approximation
of the solution. This can be fulfilled either by using an improved normal in the
penalization term, or by increasing the order of the geometry approximation. We
also present numerical results using higher-order finite elements that verify our
theoretical findings.
1 Introduction
In this contribution we develop a finite element method for the vector Laplacian on a
surface. While there are several natural Laplacians acting on vector fields on surfaces we
in this work consider the rough Laplacian which is a second order elliptic operator based
on covariant derivatives. In contrast, another natural Laplacian is the Hodge Laplacian
which is based on exterior calculus, see [12], and which differs from the rough Laplacian
by a zeroth order term depending only on the curvature of the surface.
The method is based on continuous parametric Lagrange elements with geometry and
solution approximations which are piecewise polynomial of orders kg and ku, respectively.
Instead of defining an approximation space for tangent vector fields on the surface Γ
we seek solutions which are full vector fields Γ Ñ R3 and weakly enforce the tangential
condition using a suitable penalty term, similar to our work on the Darcy problem,
see [10]. Note, however, that the Darcy problem does not involve any gradients of the
velocity vector and is therefore easier to deal with. This approach leads to a convenient
implementation without the need for special finite element spaces.
We prove a priori error estimates in the energy and L2 norm and we find that in order
to obtain optimal order convergence in both norms it is necessary to use a discrete normal
in the penalty term of order ku` 1. For isoparametric finite elements this translates into
a geometry approximation of the normal in the penalty term that is one degree higher
than of the normal to the discrete surface Γh. Somewhat curiously, there is no loss of
order in L2 due to the fact that the covariant derivative is obtained by projecting the
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componentwise directional derivative onto the tangent plane and that the approximation
order of the projection is only hkg . To prove this, however, requires the use of non-
standard techniques which we developed in [14].
Related Work. Finite elements for partial differential equations on surfaces is now a
rapidly developing field that originates from the seminal work of Dziuk [5] where sur-
face finite elements for the Laplace–Beltrami operator was first developed. Most of the
research is, however, focused on problems with scalar unknowns, see the recent review
article [6] and the references therein, which simplifies the differential calculus since the co-
variant derivative of a vector field, or more generally a tensor field, is not needed. Models
of flow on surfaces as well as membranes and shells, however, involve vector unknowns,
see for instance [9] (linear) and [11] (nonlinear), for membrane models formulated using
the same approach as used in this paper. Furthermore, we employ higher order elements
similar to the approaches presented in [3, 10, 14, 15]. Concurrent to the present work,
similar formulations for vector Laplace operators on surfaces, also using tangential dif-
ferential calculus, were studied in [13] motivated by their use in methods posed in an
embedding space, and later such a method (TraceFEM) for a vector Laplacian problem
was presented in [8]. As in the present work the formulation in [8] assumes a full vector
field on the surface but instead of using a penalty term to enforce the field to be tangential
a Lagrange multiplier approach is used. In addition our analysis includes the geometry
approximation.
Paper Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2
we introduce the vector Laplacian and results concerning the continuous problem; in
Section 3 we introduce the finite element method; in Section 4 we recall some basic
results regarding lifting and extension of functions between the discrete and continuous
surfaces, present a non-standard geometry approximation estimate and introduce the
interpolant; in Section 5 we derive a sequence of necessary lemmas leading up to the a
priori error estimate, and finally in Section 6 we present numerical examples confirming
our theoretical findings.
2 Vector Laplacians on a Surface
In this section we present the tools we need to work with vector Laplacians on surfaces
in the setting of tangential differential calculus, which allows us to employ the Carte-
sian coordinates of the embedding R3 space. We first in Section 2.1 define the surface
and its assumptions; in Sections 2.2–2.4 we introduce the notations needed to describe
tensor fields on the surface and derivatives and covariant derivatives of such fields; in
Section 2.5 we present the suitable Sobolev spaces. As these first five sections involve nu-
merous definitions we for clarity and compactness present them in the form of bullet lists.
In Section 2.6 we establish some lemmas fundamental to the analysis on surfaces, in par-
ticular a Poincare´ inequality. Finally, in Section 2.7 we introduce our model variational
problem, which involves certain vector Laplacians on a surface.
2
2.1 The Surface
• Let Γ be a smooth compact surface embedded in R3 without boundary and let ρ be
the signed distance function, negative on the inside and positive on the outside. The
exterior unit normal to the surface Γ is given by n “ ∇ρ.
• Let p : R3 Ñ Γ be the closest point mapping onto Γ. Then there is a δ0 ą 0 such
that p maps each point in Uδ0pΓq to precisely one point on Γ, where UδpΓq “ tx P R3 :
|ρpxq| ă δu is the open tubular neighborhood of Γ of thickness δ ą 0.
• As ρ is a signed distance function within Uδ0pΓq the unit normal to Γ naturally extend
to Uδ0pΓq through its original definition npxq “ ∇ρ.
• For each function u : Γ Ñ Rm, m “ 1, 2, . . . , we define the componentwise extension
ue to the neighborhood Uδ0pΓq by the pull back ue “ u ˝ p.
• The curvature tensor (or second fundamental form) is defined on Uδ0pΓq by
κ “ ∇b∇ρ (2.1)
and may be expressed in the form
κpxq “
2ÿ
i“1
κei
1` ρpxqκei
aei b aei (2.2)
where κi are the principal curvatures with corresponding orthonormal principal curva-
ture vectors ai, see [7, Lemma 14.7].
2.2 Tensors
• Let V,W be finite dimensional vector spaces with bases teiumi“1 respectively tfiuni“1.
The tensor product V b W is the vector space spanned by all pairs pei, fjq of basis
vectors, denoted by ei b fj, and there is a bilinear product b : V ˆ W Ñ V b W
defined by
v b w “
˜
mÿ
i“1
viei
¸
b
˜
nÿ
j“1
wjfj
¸
“
mÿ
i“1
nÿ
j“1
viwjpei b fjq (2.3)
The dimension of V bW is dimpV bW q “ dimpV qdimpW q.
• If V and W are inner product spaces, V bW is an inner product space with product
pab b, v b wqVbW “ pa, vqV pb, wqW (2.4)
and the inner product norm is given by
}v b w}VbW “ }v}V }w}W (2.5)
• The dual space of V denoted by V ˚ is the space of all linear functionals λ : V Ñ R.
The dual basis tλjunj“1 is defined by the identity λjpeiq “ δij. When V is an inner
product space, there is for each λ P V ˚ a unique vector ξλ such that ξλpvq “ pv, ξλqV ,
@v P V .
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• Tensors of type pk, lq are elements in the tensor product space
W k,l “ V b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vloooooomoooooon
k copies
bV ˚ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V ˚looooooomooooooon
l copies
(2.6)
• If teiumi“1 is an orthonormal basis in V , then teiumi“1 is also the corresponding dual basis
in V ˚. If Q : V Ñ V is an orthogonal mapping rei “ Qei is also an orthonormal basis
in V and hence also the corresponding dual basis in V ˚.
• For v in V let rvs denote the array of coefficients in the expansion v “ ři viei. If
v “ ři viei “ ři rvirei “ ři rviQei we find that vj “ ři rvipQei, ejqV “ ři rviQji, j “
1, . . . ,m, and thus in matrix form rvs “ Qrrvs or rrvs “ Q´1rvs “ QT rvs. The same
transformation rules hold for the dual space V ˚ and thus we do not have to distinguish
between V and V ˚ and we can restrict our attention to tensors of type k ` l of the
form
W k`l “ V b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vloooooomoooooon
k ` l copies
(2.7)
• Let v P V k and w P V l, for n “ 1, . . . ,min(k,l) we define the n-contraction v ¨n w P
V k`l´2n by
pbki“1viq ¨n pblj“1wjq “ Πni“1pvk´n`i, wiqV pbk´ni“1 viq b pbl´nj“1wjq (2.8)
Special cases include n “ l “ 1 or n “ k “ 1 and k “ l “ 2 where we use the simplified
notation
v ¨ w P V k´1, v : w P R (2.9)
2.3 Tensor Fields
Vector Fields.
• Let tei P R3u3i“1 be a Cartesian basis, i.e., a fixed orthonormal basis, in the embedding
space R3.
• For x P Uδ0pΓq let P pxq “ I ´ npxq b npxq be the projection onto the tangential plane
TxpΓq and Q “ I ´ P the projection onto the normal line.
• The projected Cartesian basis tpi “ Pei : Γ Ñ TxpΓqu3i“1 spans the tangential plane
TxpΓq but is not a basis for TxpΓq since the vectors in the set are linearly dependent.
Note however that for b P TxpΓq we have the unique expansion b “ ř3i“1 biei, which
induces the canonical expansion b “ ř3i“1 biPei “ ř3i“1 bipi. Furthermore, inner prod-
ucts and norms are clearly independent of the choice of expansion in the projected
basis.
• Define: (a) The space of general smooth vector fields
T 1 “ ta “
3ÿ
i“1
aiei : ai P C8pΓqu (2.10)
(b) The space of tangential smooth vector fields
T 1tan “ ta “
3ÿ
i“1
aipi : ai P C8pΓqu (2.11)
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Tensor Fields.
• Define: (a) The vector space of smooth m tensor fields on Γ,
T m “ tX “
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
Xi1,...,imei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eim , Xi1,...,im P C8pΓ,Rqu (2.12)
(b) The vector space of smooth tangential m tensor fields on Γ,
T mtan “ tX “
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
Xi1,...,impi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pim , Xi1,...,im P C8pΓ,Rqu (2.13)
• The projection P : T m Ñ T mtan, is defined by
P
˜
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
Xi1,...,imei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eim
¸
“
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
Xi1,...,impi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pim (2.14)
2.4 Tangential Calculus
Tangential Derivatives.
• The directional derivative of u P T 1, in the direction of a P T 1, is defined by
Bau “ pa ¨∇que “ pue b∇q ¨ a (2.15)
where a ¨∇ “ ř3i“1 aiBi and ue b∇ is the Jacobian of ue.
• Define the tangential gradient operator ∇Γ “ řnj“1 ejBpj and the total derivative of a
vector field
ub∇Γ “
3ÿ
j“1
pBpjuq b ej “
3ÿ
i,j“1
pBpjuiqei b ej “ pue b∇qP (2.16)
We note that
Bau “ pub∇Γq ¨ a @a P T 1tan (2.17)
• More generally, for X P T m we define in the same way the directional derivative
BaX “
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
pBaXi1,...,imqei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eim (2.18)
and the total derivative X b∇Γ P T m`1,
X b∇Γ “
3ÿ
j“1
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
pBpjXi1,...,imqei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eim b ej (2.19)
and we note that
BaX “ pX b∇Γq ¨ a @a P T mtan (2.20)
since a “ aiei “ aipi and ai “ ei ¨ a.
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• Higher order derivatives of X P T m are obtained by repeated application of (2.19),
p∇ΓqkX “ X b∇kΓ “ X b∇Γ b ¨ ¨ ¨ b∇Γlooooooooomooooooooon
k gradients
(2.21)
which gives p∇ΓqkX P T m`k of the form
p∇ΓqkX “
3ÿ
j1,...,jk“1
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
pBpjk . . . Bpj1Xi1,...,imqpei1b¨ ¨ ¨beimqbpej1b¨ ¨ ¨bejkq (2.22)
Covariant Derivatives.
• For u P T 1tan we define the covariant derivative of u in the direction a by
Dau “ PBau (2.23)
• Writing u “ ř3i“1 uipi we have using the product rule
Dau “ PBau “ PBa
3ÿ
i“1
uipi “
3ÿ
i“1
pBauiqpi ` uiP pBapiq (2.24)
We note that the covariant derivative includes a lower order term multiplied by a
projected directional derivative of a tangent basis vector pi. Writing a “ ř3j“1 ajpj we
have Bapi “ ř3j“1 ajBpjpi and using the identity pi “ ei ´ nin we find that
Bpjpi “ Bpjpei ´ ninq “ ´pj ¨ κin` niκ ¨ pj “ ´κijn´ niκj (2.25)
where κ “ n b ∇ “ ∇2ρ is the tangential curvature tensor, see (2.1), with elements
κij and columns (and rows) κj. Thus P pBpjpiq “ ´niκj and expanding the right hand
side in the Cartesian basis we obtain
P pBpjpiq “
3ÿ
k“1
γij,kpk (2.26)
where the coefficients γij,k “ ´niκjk correspond to the Christoffel symbols of the Levi–
Civita connection.
Furthermore, note that in the case of the canonical expansion u “ ř3i“1 uipi “ ř3i“1 uiei
we have the simplified identity
Dau “ PBau “ P
˜
3ÿ
i“1
pBauiqei
¸
“
3ÿ
i“1
pBauiqpi (2.27)
Using the fact
ř3
i“1 uini “ 0, we also note that the second term in the right hand side
of (2.24) is indeed zero since
3ÿ
i“1
ui
3ÿ
j“1
ajP pBpjpiq “ ´
3ÿ
i“1
ui
3ÿ
j“1
ajniκj “ ´
˜
3ÿ
i“1
uini
¸˜
3ÿ
j“1
ajκj
¸
“ 0 (2.28)
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• Define the total covariant derivative DΓu P T 2tan,
DΓu “
3ÿ
i“1
pDpiuq b pi “ P pub∇Γq “ P pue b∇qP (2.29)
and we note that
Dau “ pDΓuq ¨ a @a P T 1tan (2.30)
In contrast to ub∇Γ, DΓu is a tangential tensor.
• The symmetric part of DΓu is defined by
Γpuq “ 1
2
`
DΓu` pDΓuqT
˘
(2.31)
which is the tangential strain tensor used in modeling of solids and fluids, see [9].
• The covariant derivative DaX P T mtan of a tangential tensor X P T mtan in the direction
a P T 1tan is defined by
DaX “ PpBaXq (2.32)
“
3ÿ
i1,...,im“1
pBaXi1¨¨¨imqppi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pimq `Xi1¨¨¨imP pBappi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pimqq (2.33)
where the projection P of a tensor field is defined in (2.14). We use the product rule
BapY b Zq “ pBaY q b Z ` Y b pBaZq, X P T m, Y P T n, to compute the second term.
The total covariant derivative DΓX P T m`1tan , is defined by
DΓX “
3ÿ
j“1
pDpjXq b pj (2.34)
and note that since pj ¨ a “ Pej ¨ a “ ej ¨ Pa “ ej ¨ a “ aj we have
DaX “ pDΓXq ¨ a (2.35)
for all tangential vector fields a.
• Iterating this definition we can represent covariant derivatives of order m as
pDΓqmu “ DΓ ¨ ¨ ¨DΓloooomoooon
m covariant derivatives
u (2.36)
2.5 Function Spaces
For ω Ă Γ let p¨, ¨qω and } ¨ }L2pωq denote the usual L2 inner product and norm on ω and
let } ¨ }L8pωq denote the usual L8 norm on ω. We define the following Sobolev spaces:
• Hspωq, with ω Ă Γ, denotes the standard Sobolev spaces of scalar or vector valued
functions with componentwise derivatives and norm
}v}2Hspωq “
sÿ
j“0
}p∇Γqjv}2L2pωq (2.37)
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• Hstanpωq, with ω Ă Γ, denotes the Sobolev space of tangential vector fields with covari-
ant derivatives and norm
}v}2Hstanpωq “
sÿ
j“0
}pDΓqjv}2L2pωq (2.38)
We employ the standard notation L2pωq “ H0pωq and }v}L2pωq “ }v}ω.
2.6 Basic Lemmas
We here prove three fundamental lemmas. In Lemma 2.1 we show that the kernel of the
covariant derivative of a tangential vector field is empty, a fact then used in the proof of
Lemma 2.2, which is a Poincare´ inequality. Finally, in Lemma 2.3 we show that Sobolev
norms based on tangential respectively covariant derivatives are equivalent.
Lemma 2.1 If v P H1tanpΓq satisfies DΓv “ 0 then v “ 0.
Proof. Step 1. Claim: if v P T 1tan is a smooth tangential vector field which is covariantly
constant, DΓv “ 0, there is a point x P Γ such that vpxq “ 0.
To verify this claim we introduce the Riemannian curvature tensor, see [4], which is
the mapping R : T 1tan ˆ T 1tan ˆ T 1tan Ñ T 1tan defined by
Rpa, b, vq “ DaDbv ´DaDbv ´Dra,bsv (2.39)
where Dav “ PBav is the covariant derivative in the direction of the tangential vector
field a and ra, bs is the tangent vector field given by the Lie bracket
ra, bs “ Bba´ Bab (2.40)
where we recall that Bba “ pa b ∇Γq ¨ b, see (2.17). To see that the Lie bracket is
indeed a tangential vector field we note that since n ¨ a “ 0 we have 0 “ Bbpn ¨ aq “
pBbnq ¨ a`n ¨ pBbaq “ b ¨κ ¨ a`n ¨ pBbaq and thus n ¨ pBbaq “ ´b ¨κ ¨ a, from which it follows
that n ¨ ra, bs “ 0.
All derivatives in (2.39) cancel so that Rpa, b, vq is a tangential vector field which does
not depend on any derivatives of v. In the case of an embedded codimension one surface
in R3 we have the identity
Rpa, b, vq “ pb ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ a´ pa ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ b (2.41)
where κ is the curvature tensor of Γ, and we note in particular that there are no derivatives
of v. To verify (2.41) we first recall the directional and covariant derivatives introduced
in Section 2.4, i.e.,
Bav “ pv b∇Γq ¨ a, Dav “ PBav (2.42)
for a tangential vector field a. We then have
DaDbv “ PBaPBbv (2.43)
“ PBapBbv ´ pn ¨ Bbvqnq (2.44)
“ PBaBbv ´ P pBapn ¨ Bbvqn` pn ¨ BbvqBanq (2.45)
“ PBaBbv ´ pn ¨ Bbvqκ ¨ a (2.46)
“ PBaBbv ` pb ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ a (2.47)
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Here we used that identities
Pn “ 0, Pκ “ κ, Ban “ κ ¨ a, n ¨ Bbv “ ´b ¨ κ ¨ v (2.48)
where the last formula follows from the fact that v ¨ n “ 0, which leads to
0 “ Bbpn ¨ vq “ n ¨ pBbvq ` Bbn ¨ v “ n ¨ pBbvq ` b ¨ κ ¨ v (2.49)
We thus obtain
Rpa, b, vq “ DaDbv ´DbDav ´Dra,bsv (2.50)
“ P pBaBbv ´ BbBav ´ Bra,bsvqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
‹
(2.51)
` pa ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ b´ pb ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ a
“ pa ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ b´ pb ¨ κ ¨ vqκ ¨ a (2.52)
Here we used the identity
BaBbvi “ BbBavi ` BBabvi (2.53)
for each component vi in v, to conclude that
BaBbv ´ BbBav “ BBabv ´ BBbav “ Bra,bsv (2.54)
and thus ‹ “ 0. This concludes the verification of (2.41).
Next let ttiu2i“1 be a smooth orthonormal basis to TxpΓq in the vicinity of a point
x P Γ, i.e., all tangential vector fields can be written as a linear combination v “ ř2i“1 viti
with coordinate functions vi. We then have the identity
Rpt2, t1, t1q ¨ t2 “ Rpt1, t2, t2q ¨ t1 “ K (2.55)
where K “ κ1κ2 is the Gauss curvature and it also holds
Rpt2, t1, t2q ¨ t2 “ Rpt1, t2, t1q ¨ t1 “ 0 (2.56)
and we get the corresponding identities if we interchange t1 and t2. In verification of
(2.55) we directly obtain
Rpt2, t1, t1q ¨ t2 “ pt1 ¨ κ ¨ t1qpt2 ¨ κ ¨ t2q ´ pt2 ¨ κ ¨ t1qpt2 ¨ κ ¨ t2q “ detpκq “ κ1κ2 (2.57)
where detpκq is the determinant of the 2 ˆ 2 tangential part of κ and we used the fact
that the matrix T “ rt1, t2s is orthogonal and detpT TκT q “ detκ. For (2.56) we get
Rpt1, t2, t1q ¨ t1 “ pt2 ¨ κ ¨ t1qpt1 ¨ κ ¨ t1q ´ pt1 ¨ κ ¨ t1qpt2 ¨ κ ¨ t1q “ 0 (2.58)
and we note that both verifications hold also if we switch t1 and t2.
If DΓv “ 0 we have Dav “ 0 for all tangential vector fields a and thus we can conclude
that Rpa, b, vq “ 0 for all tangential vector fields a, b. Expanding v in the orthonormal
frame we also have the identity
0 “ Rpa, b, vq ¨ w “ Rpa, b,
2ÿ
i“1
vitiq ¨ w “
2ÿ
i“1
viRpa, b, tiq ¨ w (2.59)
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Setting a “ t1, b “ t2, and w “ t1 we get
0 “ v2K (2.60)
and setting a “ t2, b “ t1, and w “ t2 we get
0 “ v1K (2.61)
We can therefore conclude that in a point with nonzero Gauss curvature a covariantly
constant vector field must be zero. For any closed compact smooth surface embedded in
R3 there is at least one point x P Γ where K ‰ 0, see [18, Theorem 4, p. 88], and thus
vpxq “ 0 which concludes the verification of the claim in Step 1.
Step 2. Claim: if v P T 1tan is a smooth tangential vector field which is covariantly
constant, DΓv “ 0, and there exists a point x P Γ such that vpxq “ 0, then vpyq “ 0 for
all y P Γ.
We will use so called parallel transport of vectors along curves to verify this claim.
First using the fact that a closed compact manifold is geodesically complete in the sense
that each point y P Γ is connected to x by a geodesic, i.e., a length minimizing curve:
γ : I Q tÑ γptq P Γ where I “ ra, bs is an interval in R and γpaq “ x, γpbq “ y. Consider
now the transport problem: find w P tTxpΓq : x P γu such that
D 9γw “ 0 on γ, wpaq “ vpxq (2.62)
where 9γ “ dγ
dt
is the tangent vector to γ. We note that dw˝γ
dt
“ B 9γw and thus D 9γw “ P dw˝γdt .
Setting w ˝ γptq “ ř2i“1wiptqti ˝ γptq we get
0 “ P dw ˝ γ
dt
“
2ÿ
i“1
dwiptq
dt
ti ˝ γptq ` wiptqpD 9γptqtiq (2.63)
and using the fact that ttiu2i“1 is orthonormal we obtain
dwiptq
dt
`
2ÿ
j“1
wjptqpD 9γptqtjq ¨ ti (2.64)
which is a standard system of linear ordinary differential equations with a unique solution
since the coefficients are smooth. We say that w is the parallel transport of v along the
curve γ. Now let w1 and w2 be solutions to (2.62) with initial data v1 and v2, we then
have
dpw1 ¨ w2q
dt
“ dw1
dt
¨ w2 ` w1 ¨ dw2
dt
“ pP dw1
dt
q ¨ w2 ` w1 ¨ pP dw2
dt
q “ 0 (2.65)
where we used the fact that w1 and w2 are tangent vectors to insert P . Thus the scalar
product of w1 and w2 is constant along γ and in particular we have }wptq}R3 “ }vpxq}R3 .
We conclude that vpyq “ 0, since vpxq “ 0 and vpyq is obtained by parallel transport of
vpxq along γ since DΓv “ 0 on Γ implies D 9γv “ 0 on γ.
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Step 3. Using the fact that smooth tangent vector fields are dense in H1tanpΓq the de-
sired result follows. 
Lemma 2.2 (Poincare´ Inequality) For all v P H1tanpΓq there is a constant such that
}v}Γ À }DΓv}Γ (2.66)
Proof. Assume that (2.66) does not hold. Then there is a sequence tvku8k“1 in H1tanpΓq
such that
}vk}Γ ě k}DΓvk}Γ (2.67)
Setting wk “ vk{}vk}Γ we obtain
}DΓwk}Γ ď k´1 (2.68)
and therefore twku8k“1 is bounded in H1tanpΓq. Using Rellich’s compactness theorem,
see [17, Ch. 4, Prop. 4.4], there is a subsequence twkju8j“1 and a tangential vector field
w P L2pΓq such that
wkj Ñ w in L2pΓq (2.69)
Then }w}Γ “ 1 and }DΓw}Γ “ 0 but this is a contradiction in view of Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.3 (Sobolev Norm Equivalence) For all tangential vector fields v P HmtanpΓq,
and m “ 1, 2, . . . there are constants such that
}∇mΓ v}Γ À
mÿ
k“0
}DkΓv}Γ (2.70)
}DmΓ v}Γ À
mÿ
k“0
}∇kΓv}Γ (2.71)
and as a consequence
}v}HmpΓq „ }v}HmtanpΓq (2.72)
Proof. Let X P T ntan be a smoothly varying tangential tensor on Γ.
Bound (2.70). Taking k derivatives on X, adding and subtracting a projection on the
innermost derivative and using the triangle inequality we obtain
}∇kΓX}Γ “ }∇k´1Γ pPp∇ΓXq ` pI ´ Pqp∇ΓXqq}Γ (2.73)
ď }∇k´1Γ pDΓXq}Γ ` }∇k´1Γ ppI ´ Pqp∇ΓXqq}Γ (2.74)
where we in the first term use the definition of the covariant derivative DΓX “ Pp∇ΓXq.
Next we show that the second term is actually of lower order. Expressing X using the
canonical expansion in the spanning set, see (2.13), we by the product rule have the total
derivative
∇ΓX “
3ÿ
i1,...,in,j“1
Bpj pXi1¨¨¨inq pi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pin b pjloooooooooomoooooooooon
PT n`1tan
`Xi1¨¨¨inBpjppi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pinq b pj (2.75)
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As the first term in this sum is tangential we after subtraction of a projection get the
expression
pI ´ Pqp∇ΓXq “
3ÿ
i1,...,in,j“1
Xi1¨¨¨inpI ´ Pq
`Bpjppi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pinq b pj˘ (2.76)
which has no derivatives acting on the coordinates of X. Furthermore, we note that we
have the identities
pI ´ P qBpjpi “ ´κijn “ ´
3ÿ
k“1
κijnkek , pj “
3ÿ
l“1
pjlel (2.77)
where the expansion coefficients are smooth since Γ is smooth. Thus there are smooth
functions αi1...in,k1...kn,l such that
pI ´ Pq
˜
3ÿ
j“1
Bpjppi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b pinq b pj
¸
“ αi1...in,k1...kn,lek1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ekn b el (2.78)
Defining the smooth 2n` 1 tensor A by
A “ αi1...in,k1...kn,lpei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b einq b pek1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b eknq b el (2.79)
we have the identity
ei1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ein ¨n A “ αi1...in,j;k1...kn,lek1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ekn b el (2.80)
and thus using the canonical expansion of the tangential tensor X we obtain the identity
X ¨n A “ pI ´ Pqp∇ΓXq (2.81)
Using the product rule we get
}∇k´1Γ pI ´ Pqp∇ΓXq}Γ “ }∇k´1Γ pX ¨n Aq}Γ (2.82)
À
k´1ÿ
l“0
}∇lΓX}Γ }∇k´1´lΓ A}L8pΓqloooooooomoooooooon
À1
(2.83)
À
k´1ÿ
l“0
}∇lΓX}Γ (2.84)
Combined with (2.73)–(2.74) this yields
}∇kΓX}Γ À }∇k´1Γ pDΓXq}Γ `
k´1ÿ
l“0
}∇lΓX}Γ (2.85)
with a constant depending only on Γ. Inequality (2.70) now follows by induction. For
k “ 1 estimate (2.70) follows directly from (2.85). Assuming that (2.70) holds for k ´ 1
we have the estimate
}∇kΓX}Γ À }∇k´1Γ pDΓXq}Γ `
k´1ÿ
l“0
}∇lΓX}Γ (2.86)
À
k´1ÿ
l“0
}DlΓpDΓXq}Γ `
k´1ÿ
l“0
}DlΓX}Γ (2.87)
À
kÿ
l“0
}DlΓX}Γ (2.88)
and thus (2.70) holds for k as well.
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Bound (2.71). By adding and subtracting ∇ΓX inside the gradients and applying the
triangle inequality we have
}∇k´1Γ DΓX}Γ ď }∇k´1Γ p∇ΓXq}Γ ` }∇k´1Γ ppI ´ Pqp∇ΓXqq}Γ (2.89)
À }∇kΓX}Γ ` }∇k´1Γ X}Γ (2.90)
where we use the same lower order bound on the second term in (2.89) as above. The
inequality readily follows by iterating this formula, starting with k “ 1 and X “ Dm´1Γ v,
and applying the Poincare´ inequality }v}Γ À }v b∇Γ}Γ. This Poincare´ inequality clearly
holds as we by Lemma 2.2 have
}v}2Γ À }DΓv}2Γ ď }DΓv}2Γ ` }pI ´ P qpv b∇Γq}2Γlooooooooooomooooooooooon
ě0
“ }v b∇Γ}2Γ (2.91)
by the orthogonality between tangential and non-tangential tensors. 
2.7 Vector Laplacians
Standard Formulation. We consider the variational problem: Find u P H1tanpΓq such
that
apu, vq “ lpvq @v P H1tanpΓq (2.92)
where the forms are given by
apu, vq “ pDΓputq, DΓpvtqqΓ, lpvq “ pf, vtqΓ (2.93)
and f is a given tangential vector field in H´1tanpΓq. Here we introduced the notation
ut “ Pu (2.94)
which at first sight seems superfluous as u, v, f are already tangential. However, the
added projections make the above forms well defined also for functions in H1pΓq which
will allow us to deal with these forms and its discrete counterpart in a systematic fashion.
Using the Poincare´ inequality (see Lemma 2.2) together with the Lax–Milgram lemma
we conclude that this problem has a unique solution u P H1tanpΓq.
Elliptic Shift. For smooth surfaces we have the following elliptic shift property
}u}Hs`2tan pΓq ď C
`}f}HstanpΓq ` }u}HstanpΓq˘ (2.95)
with a positive constant C “ CpΓ, sq, see [19, Fundamental Inequality 6.29]. For f P
L2pΓq, i.e., s “ 0, this shift implies
}u}H2tanpΓq À }f}Γ (2.96)
as we by the Poincare´ inequality (2.66) and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality have
}u}2Γ À }DΓu}2Γ “ apu, uq “ pu, fqΓ ď }u}Γ}f}Γ (2.97)
which allows us to bound the lower order term in (2.95) by }f}Γ.
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Symmetric Formulation. While we focus our presentation on the standard formula-
tion (2.92) we will also briefly consider a problem based on the symmetric part of the
covariant derivative Γputq. However, in contrast to the standard formulation where the
kernel of the full covariant derivative kerpDΓq by Lemma 2.1 is empty, the kernel of the
symmetric part of the covariant derivative kerpΓq is finite dimensional albeit non-trivial
and consists of so-called Killing vector fields. Simple examples include surfaces with ro-
tational symmetries where restrictions of three dimensional rigid body rotations induce
Killing vector fields on the surface. To avoid having to deal with the peculiarities of this
non-trivial kernel we for the symmetric formulation consider the following problem that
also includes a zeroth order term: Find u P H1tanpΓq such that
asympu, vq “ lpvq @v P H1tanpΓq (2.98)
where the bilinear form is given by
asympu, vq “ pΓputq, ΓpvtqqΓ ` put, vtqΓ (2.99)
where we note the presence of a zeroth order term. To prove existence and uniqueness
in this symmetric formulation we, in addition to the results above, require a Korn’s
inequality }DΓpuq}Γ À }Γpuq}Γ for u P H1tanpΓq. For a proof of such a Korn’s inequality
and further discussion on Killing vector fields, see [13].
3 The Finite Element Method
In this section we present the finite element method. First, in Section 3.1 we introduce
the discrete surface approximation in the form of a parametric triangulation fulfilling
certain assumptions. In Section 3.2 we define the parametric finite element space on the
discrete surface. The finite element method is presented in Section 3.3 where we also
consider some variations of the method.
3.1 Triangulation of the Surface
Parametric Triangulated Surfaces. Let pK Ă R2 be a reference triangle and let
Pkgp pKq be the space of polynomials of order less or equal to kg defined on pK. Let Γh,kg
be a triangulated surface in R3 with quasi uniform triangulationKh,kg and mesh parameter
h P p0, h0s such that each triangleK can be described via a mapping FK,kg : pK Ñ K where
FK,kg P rPkgp pKqs3. Concretely, the construction of a higher-order surface triangulation is
based on first generating a regular piecewise linear triangle surface mesh Kh,1. We then
equip each facet element K1 P Kh,1 with the standard kg:th order Lagrange basis tϕiu
associated with nodes txiu on K1. The higher-order geometry approximation is then
defined as the Lagrange interpolant of the closest point mapping p, i.e.,
Kkg “
#
x “
ÿ
i
ppxiqϕpx1q : x1 P K1
+
(3.1)
which gives us Kh,kg . Note that this is precisely the construction of the higher-order
geometry approximation used in [3].
Let nh,kg be the elementwise defined normal to Γh,kg . For brevity we use the notation
Kh “ Kh,kg , Γh “ Γh,kg and nh “ nh,kg . We let geometric quantities derived from Γh be
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indicated by subscript h, for example the discrete curvature tensor κh and the projections
Ph “ I ´ Qh and Qh “ nh b nh onto the discrete tangential plane respectively onto the
discrete normal line.
Geometry Approximation Assumption. We assume that the family tΓh,kg , h P
p0, h0su approximates Γ in the following ways:
• Γh,kg Ă Uδ0pΓq and p : Γh,kg Ñ Γ is a bijection.
• The following bounds hold:
}p}L8pΓhq À hkg`1, }n ˝ p´ nh}L8pΓhq À hkg , }κ ˝ p´ κh}L8pΓhq À hkg´1 (3.2)
Here and below we let a À b denote a ď Cb with a constant C independent of the mesh
parameter h.
From (3.2) we can derive bounds for approximation of other geometric quantities, for
example }P ´ Ph}L8pΓhq À hkg , }P ¨ nh}L8pΓhq À hkg , and }1 ´ n ¨ nh}L8pΓhq À hkg`1, see
eg. [3].
Broken Sobolev Spaces. As Γh is only piecewise smooth we introduce the broken
Sobolev space HspKhq on Γh of scalar or vector valued functions with norm
}v}2HspKhq “
sÿ
j“0
}p∇Γhqjv}2L2pKhq (3.3)
which we note is analogously defined to (2.37) albeit on the discrete surface Γh. Here
we introduced the convention that when Kh is the domain of integration, element-wise
integration over Γh is implied, i.e., } ¨ }2Kh “
ř
KPKh } ¨ }2K .
We also have the corresponding broken space on the exact surface Γ denoted HspKlhq
where Klh is defined as follows: For any parametric triangle K P Kh,i, 1 ď i ď kg, we
define the lifted triangle K l P Γ by K l “ tppxq : x P Ku. Let Klh “
Ť
KPKK
l and let the
norm of HspKlhq be given by (2.37). Clearly, H1pΓq Ă H1pKlhq. In Section 4.1 we also
introduce the corresponding notation for the lifting of functions on Γh onto Γ.
3.2 Parametric Finite Element Spaces
Let
Vh,ku,kg “ tv : v|K ˝ FK,kg P PkpKˆq, @K P Kh,kg ; v P C0pΓhqu (3.4)
be the space of parametric continuous piecewise polynomials of order ku mapped with a
mapping of order kg. For brevity we use the simplified notation
Vh “ rVh,ku,kg s3 (3.5)
Note that Vh Ă H1pKhq X C0pΓhq.
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3.3 Formulation of the Method
Tangential Condition. While our sought solution is a vector field which is tangential
to the surface, this condition is not built into our approximation space Vh. Instead we
choose to enforce this tangent condition weakly by adding a term sh, defined below, to the
bilinear form which penalizes the normal component together with a suitable h scaling.
However, as seen in the analysis below, in order to achieve optimal order estimates, in
both energy and L2 norms, when using isoparametric finite elements we need to define
this penalty term using a normal approximation which is at least one order higher than
of the normal to the discrete surface Γh. We denote this normal approximation rnh and
assume
}n ˝ p´ rnh}L8pΓhq À hkp , kp ě kg (3.6)
In the case kp “ kg, i.e., when rnh is of the same approximation order as nh, we choosernh “ nh. For kp ě kg`1 we instead construct rnh by taking the node-wise interpolation of
the exact normal n using a Lagrange basis of order kp´ 1 and normalizing this quantity.
While this construction clearly fulfills (3.6) we discuss other choices in Remark 3.3 below.
The Method. The finite element method takes the form: Find uh P Vh such that
Ahpuh, vq “ lhpvq @v P Vh (3.7)
The forms are defined by
Ahpv, wq “ ahpv, wq ` shpv, wq (3.8)
with
ahpv, wq “ pDΓhvth , DΓhwthqKh (3.9)
shpv, wq “ βh´2pvrnh , wrnhqKh (3.10)
lhpvq “ pf ˝ p, vthqKh (3.11)
where β ą 0 is a parameter. Here we used the notation
v “ Phv `Qhv “ vth ` vnhnh (3.12)
for the decomposition of a general vector field on Γh into a tangential and a normal fields,
and
vrnh “ v ¨ rnh (3.13)
for the component of a general vector field in the approximate normal direction rnh. The
form sh is added to weakly enforce the tangent condition. Note that these forms are
defined for v, w P H1pKhq and recall that Vh P H1pKhq.
When implementing (3.9) it is convenient to use the identity
DΓhvth “ Phpv b∇Γhq ´ κhvnh (3.14)
Remark 3.1 (Consistency) The method (3.7) is inconsistent due to the geometry ap-
proximation where we simply replace Γ with Γh both in the integration domain and in the
surface differential operators. As a side effect integration must be performed elementwise
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as we cannot evaluate the derivative of Phv over element faces as Ph is discontinuous. An
alternate ‘dG-style’ derivation using Green’s formula elementwise over Γh would result in
an additional term of the form`pDΓhvth ¨ νhq` ` pDΓhvth ¨ νhq´, w˘Eh (3.15)
where ν˘h are the outward pointing element conormals to the neighboring elements K
˘ P
Kh and Eh is the set of faces in Kh. As pDΓhvth ¨ νhq` ` pDΓhvth ¨ νhq´ “ 0 is the natural
flux conservation law over element edges, the additional term (3.15) is zero.
Remark 3.2 (Symmetric Formulation) The finite element method for the symmetric
formulation is obtained by replacing ah with the form
ah,sympv, wq “ pΓhpvthq, ΓhpwthqqKh ` pvth , wthqΓh (3.16)
where we include a zeroth order term to avoid having to deal with the non-trivial kernel
of the symmetric part of the covariant derivative, i.e., kerpΓhq.
Remark 3.3 (The Penalty Term) The choice of normal rnh in the penalty term sh
depends on available geometry information. When the triangulation is constructed from
a parametrization of the exact surface, for instance via a CAD model, the exact normal
in the nodes is typically available and we can construct rnh based on nodal interpolation
as suggested above. In contrast to this, there are applications such as surface evolution
problems where we would typically only have access to a discrete triangulated surface and
thus rnh “ nh is a natural choice. As we will see in the error estimates below, that choice
would, however, not give optimal order convergence.
Remark 3.4 (A Lagrange Multiplier Approach) Another natural approach to en-
forcing the tangent condition is to use Lagrange multipliers, as employed in [8]. The
problem is then posed as the following saddle point problem: Find tu, λu P Vh ˆ Vh,ku,kg
such that
ahpu, vq ` pλ, vrnqΓh “ lhpvq @v P Vh (3.17)
purn, µqΓh “ 0 @µ P Vh,ku,kg (3.18)
where we recall that Vh “ rVh,ku,kg s3. In the numerical results section we briefly consider
this alternate approach.
4 Preliminary Results
In this section we present preliminary results, which are necessary in the analysis, albeit
not directly associated to the vector Laplace problem. To be able to compare functions
defined on the continuous surface Γ with functions defined on discrete approximations
of Γ we collect basic results regarding extension and lifting of functions in Section 4.1
and equivalences between norms defined on the respective surfaces in Section 4.2. In
Section 4.3 we present a non-standard geometry approximation result adapted from [14],
which is required in the proofs of our error estimates below. A suitable interpolant and
properties thereof is given in Section 4.4.
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4.1 Extension and Lifting of Functions
We here summarize basic results concerning extension and liftings of functions, and we
refer to [1] and [3] for further details.
Extension of Scalar Valued Functions. Recalling the definition ve “ v ˝ p of the
extension and using the chain rule we obtain the identity
∇Γhve “ BT∇Γv (4.1)
where
B “ P pI ´ ρκqPh : TxpKq Ñ TppxqpΓq (4.2)
and κ “ ∇ b ∇ρ is the curvature tensor defined in (2.1). We note that there is δ ą 0
such that the uniform bound
}κ}L8pUδpΓqq À 1 (4.3)
holds. Furthermore, we show below that B : TxpKq Ñ TppxqpΓq is invertible for h P p0, h0s
with h0 small enough, i.e, there is B
´1 : TppxqpΓq Ñ TxpKq such that
BB´1 “ P, B´1B “ Ph (4.4)
Lifting of Scalar Valued Functions. The lifting wl of a function w defined on Γh to
Γ is defined as the push forward
pwlqe “ wl ˝ p “ w on Γh (4.5)
For the derivative it follows that
∇Γhw “ ∇Γhpwlqe “ BT∇Γpwlq (4.6)
and thus
∇Γpwlq “ B´T∇Γhw (4.7)
Extension and Lifting of Vector Valued Functions We employ component-wise
lifting and extension of vector valued functions which directly give the identities:
ve b∇Γh “ pv b∇ΓqB v P H1pKlhq (4.8)
vl b∇Γ “ pv b∇ΓhqB´1 v P H1pKhq (4.9)
Lemma 4.1 (Estimates Related to B) We have the following bounds
}B}L8pΓhq À 1, }B´1}L8pΓq À 1 (4.10)
}PPh ´B}L8pΓq À hkg`1, }PhP ´B´1}L8pΓhq À hkg`1 (4.11)
For the surface measures on Γ and Γh we have the identity
dΓ “ |Phppb∇Γq| “ |B| dΓh (4.12)
where |B| “ |detpBq| and we have the estimates
}1´ |B|}L8pΓhq À hkg`1, }|B|}L8pΓhq À 1,
››|B|´1››
L8pΓhq À 1 (4.13)
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Proof. Estimates (4.11). The first estimate follows directly from (3.2) and the bound
(4.3),
}B ´ PPh}L8pΓhq “ }ρκPh}L8pΓhq À hkg`1 (4.14)
For the second estimate we first note that for ξ P TxpKq we have the bound
}ξ}R3 À }Bξ}R3 (4.15)
since
}Bξ}R3 “ }P pI ´ ρκqPPhξ}R3 (4.16)
Á }PPhξ}R3 ´ hkg`1}Phξ}R3 (4.17)
“ }pI ´QqPhξ}R3 ´ hkg`1}Phξ}R3 (4.18)
Á }Phξ}R3 ´ hkg}Phξ}R3 ´ hkg`1}Phξ}R3 (4.19)
Á }ξ}R3 (4.20)
for h P p0, h0s with h0 small enough. Thus it follows from (4.15) that B is invertible and
for η P TppxqpΓq we have the estimate
}pB´1 ´ PhP qη}R3 À }BpB´1 ´ PhP qη}R3 (4.21)
À }pP ´BPhP qη}R3 (4.22)
“ }pP ´Bqη}R3 (4.23)
À }pP ´ PPhqη}R3 ` }pPPh ´Bqη}R3 (4.24)
À }PQhPη}R3 ` }pPPh ´Bqη}R3 (4.25)
À ph2kg ` hkg`1q}η}R3 (4.26)
where we first used (4.15) and then (3.2) and (4.14). It thus follows that, in the operator
norm,
}pB´1 ´ PhP q}R3 “ sup
ηPTppxqpΓq
}pB´1 ´ PhP qη}R3
}η}R3 À h
2kg ` hkg`1 À hkg`1 (4.27)
for kg ě 1.
Estimates (4.10). These estimates readily follow by adding and subtracting PPh re-
spectively PhP , applying the triangle inequality and using the bounds (4.11).
Estimates (4.13). The proof in [1, Section 3.3] combined with the higher-order geom-
etry bounds (3.2) yield these estimates. 
4.2 Norm Equivalences
In order to conveniently deal with extensions and liftings we will write v “ ve and v “ vl
when there is no risk for confusion. In this way we may think of functions as being
defined both on Γ and Γh and we can form the sum of function spaces on Γ and Γh, for
instance, L2pΓq ` L2pΓhq or H1tanpΓq ` Vh. In view of the bounds in Lemma 4.1 and the
identities (4.1) and (4.7) we obtain the following equivalences for scalar valued functions
v P H1pΓq `H1pΓhq
}v}L2pΓq „ }v}L2pΓhq and }∇Γv}L2pΓq „ }∇Γhv}L2pΓhq (4.28)
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Norm Equivalences for Vector Valued Functions. The above equivalences directly
translate to the following equivalences for vector valued functions v P H1pKlhq `H1pKhq
}v}L2pKlhq „ }v}L2pKhq and }v b∇Γ}L2pKlhq „ }v b∇Γh}L2pKhq (4.29)
4.3 Non-standard Geometry Approximation
To achieve optimal estimates in our proofs below we utilize the Ph ¨ n geometry approx-
imation lemma introduced in [14, Lemma 3.2]. We state this lemma below in a slightly
extended form and we also supply a proof adapted to higher-order geometry approxima-
tions.
Lemma 4.2 (P h ¨ n Geometry Approximation) For χ P rW 11 pΓqs3 and the approxi-
mate surface Γh fulfilling the bounds in (3.2) it holds
|pPh ¨ n, χeqΓh | À hkg`1}χ}W 11 pΓq (4.30)
where }χ}W 11 pΓq “ }χ}L1pΓq ` }χb∇Γ}L1pΓq. As a consequence the corresponding estimate
with P ¨ nh also holds, i.e.
|pP ¨ nh, χeqΓh | À hkg`1}χ}W 11 pΓq (4.31)
Proof. Estimate (4.30). Using Green’s formula elementwise gives the identity
pPh ¨ n, χeqΓh “ pPh∇ρ, χeqΓh (4.32)
“ p∇Γhρ, χeqΓh (4.33)
“ pρ, trpκhqpnh ¨ χeq ´∇Γh ¨ χeqKhlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
I
`pρpν`h ` ν´h q, χeqEhloooooooooomoooooooooon
II
(4.34)
where Eh is the union of the set of (parametrically mapped) faces in Kh and ν˘h are the
conormals of two elements K˘kg sharing a face.
Term I. By Ho¨lder’s inequality and bounds on nh, κh, and ρ we have the estimate
|I| À }ρ}L8pΓhqlooomooon
Àhkg`1
}trpκhqpnh ¨ χeq ´∇Γh ¨ χe}L1pΓhq À hkg`1}χ}W 11 pΓhq (4.35)
where we recall that }χe}W 11 pΓhq “ }χe}L1pΓhq ` }χe b∇Γh}L1pKhq.
Term II. Using Ho¨lder’s inequality and a trace inequality give
|II| À }ρ}L8pEhqlooomooon
À}ρ}L8pΓhq
}ν`h ` ν´h }L8pEhq}χe}L1pEhq (4.36)
À }ρ}L8pΓhqlooomooon
Àhkg`1
}ν`h ` ν´h }L8pEhq
`
h´1}χe}L1pKhq ` }χe b∇Γh}L1pKhq
˘loooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooon
Àh´1}χe}
W11 pΓhq
(4.37)
À hkg}ν`h ` ν´h }L8pEhq}χe}W 11 pΓhq (4.38)
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where it now remains to estimate the conormal term. Letting ν˘ denote the conormal to
the lifted triangle pK˘kgql Ă Γ we note that ν` ` ν´ “ 0. Hence, by subtracting ν` ` ν´,
using the triangle inequality and bounds on the conormal approximation we have
}ν`h ` ν´h }L8pEhq ď }ν`h ´ ν`}L8pEhq ` }ν´h ´ ν´}L8pEhq À hkg (4.39)
and thus II À h2kg}χe}W 11 pΓhq.
The proof of (4.30) is completed by the equivalence }χe}W 11 pΓhq „ }χ}W 11 pΓq which holds
in view of the bounds in Lemma 4.1.
Estimate (4.31). This estimate readily follows by noting that Ph ¨ n ` P ¨ nh “
pn ` nhqp1 ´ n ¨ nhq where }1 ´ n ¨ nh}L8pΓhq À hkg`1. Thus, by adding and subtracting
suitable terms, applying the triangle inequality and Ho¨lder’s inequality, we may, without
loosing approximation order, move over to a term on the form |pPh ¨ n, χeqΓh | to which
we apply (4.30). 
Remark 4.1 Clearly, Lemma 4.2 also holds for χ P H1pΓq as we by the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality have the bound
}χ}W 11 pΓq ď
a|Γ| `}χ}L2pΓq ` }χb∇Γ}L2pΓq˘ ďa2 |Γ|}χ}H1pΓq (4.40)
4.4 Interpolation
We now turn to defining the interpolation operator pih,1 : rL2pΓh,1qsd ÞÑ rVh,ku,1sd on
the facet surface triangulation as a Scott–Zhang interpolation operator, see the classical
reference [16] and the extension to triangulated surfaces in [2]. The construction of this
interpolation operator is as follows. Let each Lagrange node xi be associated with a
domain Si which is a triangle Si “ K P Kh,1 if xi is interior to K or a face Si “ E if
xi is interior to E. For nodes contained in several faces, i.e., nodes at triangle vertices,
Si “ E may be arbitrarily chosen among the faces containing xi. Let tϕi : Kh,1 Ñ Rdu be
the Lagrange basis for rVh,ku,1sd and let tψiu be the dual basis such that pϕj, ψkqSi “ δjk
where xj, xk are nodes associated with Si. The nodal values are then defined by
pih,1vpxiq “ pv, ψiqSi (4.41)
and we readily see that pih,1 is a projection by expanding any v P rVh,ku,1sd in the Lagrange
basis. For K1 P Kh,1 the following interpolation estimate then holds
}v ´ pih,1v}HmpK1q À hs´m}v}HspN lhpK1qq, m ď s ď ku ` 1, s ě 1 (4.42)
where N lhpK1q is the patch of elements in Kh,1 which are node neighbors to K1 lifted onto
the exact surface Γ, see [2, Theorem 3.2] for proof.
Next we define the interpolant pih,kg : rL2pΓhqsd Ñ rVh,ku,kg sd as follows
pih,kgv
e|Kkg “ ppih,1veq ˝GK,kg ,1 (4.43)
where GK,kg ,1 “ FK,1 ˝ F´1K,kg : Kkg Ñ K1 is a bijection from the curved triangle Kkg to
the corresponding flat triangle K1. The interpolant pih,kg inherits the projection property
from pih,1. As the the higher-order mesh Kh,kg is constructed as the Lagrange interpolant
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of the closest point mapping p on the facet mesh Kh,1 we directly get uniform L8pKh,1q
bounds on G´1K,kg ,1 and its derivatives from standard interpolation theory and W
ku`18 pUδq
bounds on p. This yields the inequality
}ve ´ pih,kgve}HmpKkg q À }ve ´ pih,1ve}HmpK1q, 0 ď m ď ku ` 1 (4.44)
and we thus conclude that the estimate
}ve ´ pih,kgve}HmpKkg q À hs´m}v}HspN lhpK1qq, 0 ď m ď s ď ku ` 1, s ě 1 (4.45)
holds for all Kkg P Kh,kg .
When appropriate we simplify the notation and write pih “ pih,kg .
Remark 4.2 (Choice of interpolant) The choice of interpolant here is rather arbi-
trary albeit the Scott-Zhang interpolant is a suitable choice as we are interpolating L2
functions. If we were to assume continuity of all functions to be interpolated it is possible
to use the Lagrange interpolant instead. As the present work is on closed surfaces, there
is no specific need for the special construction in the Scott-Zhang interpolant for satisfying
essential boundary conditions.
Lemma 4.3 (Super-approximation and super-stability) For discrete functions v P
Vh and χ P rW ku`18 pΓqs3 is holds››∇ΓhpI ´ pih,kgqpχe ¨ vq››Kh À h}χ}Wku`18 pΓq}v b∇Γ}Γh (4.46)››∇ΓhpI ´ pih,kgqpχe ¨ vq››Kh À }χ}Wku`18 pΓq}v}Γh (4.47)
Furthermore we also have the L2 stability estimate››pih,kgpχe ¨ vq››Γh À }χe ¨ v}Γh (4.48)
Remark 4.3 We call (4.48) ‘super-stability’ as the standard L2 stability of the Scott–
Zhang interpolant also includes a H1 term on the right hand side.
Proof. Let Ih,kg : CpΓhq Ñ Vh,ku,kg denote the Lagrange interpolant. As pih,kg is a
projection on Vh,ku,kg the operator pI ´ pih,kgqIh,kg is zero. Subtracting this zero operator
and applying interpolation estimate (4.45) give
}pI ´ pih,kgqpχe ¨ vq}H1pKkg q “ }pI ´ pih,kgqpI ´ Ih,kgqpχe ¨ vq}H1pKkg q (4.49)
À }pI ´ Ih,kgqpχe ¨ vq}H1pN lhpK1qq (4.50)
À
ÿ
K1PNhpK1q
}pI ´ Ih,kgqpχe ¨ vq}H1ppK1qlq (4.51)
À
ÿ
K1PNhpK1q
}pI ´ Ih,kgqpχe ¨ vq}H1pK1q (4.52)
À
ÿ
K1PNhpK1q
hku}χe ¨ v}Hku`1pK1q (4.53)
À
ÿ
K1PNhpK1q
hku}χe}rWku`18 pK1qs3}v}Hku`1pK1q (4.54)
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where we in the last inequality use the assumption χ P rW ku`18 pΓqs3. The proof is finalized
by the following estimates
hku}v}Hku`1pK1q “ hku}v}Hku pK1q À h}v}H1pK1q À }v}K1 (4.55)
where we in the equality use that the pku ` 1q:th derivative of a polynomial of order ku
is zero and we in the inequalities use two inverse estimates yielding (4.46) and (4.47),
respectively.
The stability estimate (4.48) follows by mapping each element in Kh associated to a
patch of nodal neighborsNhpK1q onto a flat reference element pK, noting that the estimate›››pih,1pχe ˝ F´1K1,kg ¨ v ˝ F´1K1,kgq››› pK À ÿ
K1PNhpK1q
›››χe ˝ F´1K1,kg ¨ v ˝ F´1K1,kg››› pK (4.56)
holds due to the finite dimensionality of Vh|Kkg and the construction of the interpolant,
and finally mapping back onto the parametrically mapped triangles in Kh. 
5 Error Estimates
In this section we prove a series of theoretical results leading up to the main a priori error
estimates. First, in Section 5.1 we define the energy norm, and in Section 5.2 we prove
coercivity and continuity for the method. In Section 5.3 we show interpolation estimates
in the energy norm and in a corresponding continuous norm. Bounds on errors stemming
from the geometry approximation via approximate surface differential operators and the
change of measure are proven in Section 5.4. A Poincare´ inequality on the discrete
surface and certain H1 type bounds are shown in Section 5.5. Last, in Section 5.6, we
prove the main a priori error estimates; in energy norm (Theorem 5.1) and in L2 norm
(Theorem 5.2).
5.1 Norms
For a continuous semidefinite form α on a Hilbert space H we let }v}2α “ αpv, vq be the
seminorm associated with α on H. We also use the standard notation
~v~2h “ }v}2Ah “ }v}2ah ` }v}2sh “ }DΓhvth}2Kh ` βh´2}vrnh}2Γh (5.1)
for the discrete energy norm on H1pKhq.
Remark 5.1 (Energy Norm) That (5.1) is an actual norm on H1pKhq will become
evident by the analysis below, in particular by the Poincare´ type inequality in Lemma 5.5.
5.2 Coercivity and Continuity
Lemma 5.1 It holds
~v~2h À Ahpv, vq v P H1tanpΓq ` Vh (5.2)
and
|Ahpv, wq| À ~v~h~w~h v, w P H1tanpΓq ` Vh (5.3)
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Proof. The first inequality holds by definition since ~v~h “ }v}Ah . The second inequal-
ity directly follows by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality since Ahp¨, ¨q is an inner product. 
5.3 Interpolation
Lemma 5.2 (Interpolation in Energy Norm) For v P Hku`1tan pΓq we have the follow-
ing interpolation error estimate in the energy norm
~v ´ pihv~h À hku}v}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.4)
and for φ P H2tanpΓq we have the following interpolation estimate in the corresponding
continuous norm
}φ´ pihφ}a À h}φ}H2tanpΓq (5.5)
Proof. Estimate (5.4). This estimate is obtained by the calculation
~v ´ pihv~h À }DΓhpPhpv ´ pihvqq}Kh ` h´1}rnh ¨ pv ´ pihvq}Γh (5.6)
À }DΓhpv ´ pihvq}Γh ` }nh ¨ pv ´ pihvq}Γh ` h´1}rnh ¨ pv ´ pihvq}Γh (5.7)
À }pv ´ pihvq b∇Γh}Γh ` p1` h´1qloooomoooon
Àh´1
}v ´ pihv}Γh (5.8)
À hku}v}Hku`1pΓq (5.9)
À hku}v}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.10)
where we used the interpolation error estimate (4.45) and at last Lemma 2.3 to pass to
the Sobolev norm based on covariant derivatives.
Estimate (5.5). Analogously to the previous calculation we have
}φ´ pihφ}a À }DΓpP pφ´ pihφqq}Γ (5.11)
À }DΓpφ´ pihφq}Γ ` }n ¨ pφ´ pihφq}Γ (5.12)
À }pφ´ pihφq b∇Γ}Γ ` }φ´ pihφ}Γ (5.13)
À ph` h2q}v}H2pΓq (5.14)
À h}v}H2tanpΓq (5.15)
where we used the interpolation error estimate (4.45) and at last Lemma 2.3 to pass to
the Sobolev norm based on covariant derivatives. 
5.4 Estimates of Geometric Errors
Define the geometry error forms
Qapv, wq “ apv, wq ´ ahpv, wq, Qlpvq “ lpvq ´ lhpvq (5.16)
Before proceeding with the estimates we formulate a useful lemma
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Lemma 5.3 (Operator Difference) For h P p0, h0s, with h0 small enough, and v P
H1pKhq there is a constant such that
}pDΓvltqe ´DΓhvth}Kh À hkg
`}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γh˘ (5.17)
Proof. Decomposing v and vl into tangent and normal components on Γh and Γ,
v “ Phv `Qhv “ vth ` vnhnh, vl “ Pvl `Qvl “ vlt ` vlnn (5.18)
we obtain the identities
DΓhvth “ Phpv b∇Γhq ´ vnhκh, DΓvlt “ P pvl b∇Γq ´ vlnκ (5.19)
and thus
pDΓvltqe ´DΓhvth “ ppP pvl b∇Γqeq ´ Phpv b∇Γhqloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
I
´ppvlnκqe ´ pvnhκhqqloooooooooomoooooooooon
II
(5.20)
Term I. Using (4.9) and adding and subtracting suitable terms we obtain
pDΓvlqe ´DΓhv “ pPvl b∇Γqe ´ Phv b∇Γh (5.21)
“ Pv b∇ΓhB´1 ´ Phv b∇Γh (5.22)
“ pP ´ Phqv b∇ΓhB´1 (5.23)
` Phv b∇ΓhpB´1 ´ P q
` Phv b∇ΓhpP ´ Phq
By the triangle inequality we then have the estimate
}pDΓvlqe ´DΓhv}Γh À }P ´ Ph}L8pΓhq}v b∇Γh}Γh}B´1}L8pΓhq (5.24)
` }Ph}L8pΓhq}v b∇Γh}Γh}B´1 ´ P }L8pΓhq
` }Ph}L8pΓhq}v b∇Γh}Γh}P ´ Ph}L8pΓhq
À hkg}v b∇Γh}Γh (5.25)
where we used the bounds (4.11), (4.13), and }P ´ Ph}L8pΓhq À hkg .
Term II. Adding and subtracting suitable terms we obtain
}vnκ´ vnhκh}Γh ď }pvn ´ vnhqκ}Γh ` }vnhpκ´ κhq}Γh (5.26)
À hkg}v}Γh ` hkg´1}vnh}Γh (5.27)
“ hkgp}v}Γh ` h´1}vnh}Γhq (5.28)
Conclusion. Collecting the estimates we obtain
}pDΓvltqe ´DΓhvth}Kh À hkgp}v b∇Γh}Γh ` }v}Γh ` h´1}vnh}Γhq (5.29)
“ hkgp}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γhq (5.30)
which is the desired bound. 
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Lemma 5.4 (Geometric Errors) For v, w P H1pΓhq, h P p0, h0s with h0 small enough,
there are constants such that
Qapv, wq À hkgp}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γhqp}w}H1pΓhq ` h´1}wnh}Γhq (5.31)
Qlpwq À phkp ` hkg`1q}f}Γ}w}Γh (5.32)
and also, for higher regularity tangential functions ψ, φ P H2tanpΓq it holds
Qapψ, φq À hkg`1}ψ}H2tanpΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq (5.33)
Qlpφq À ph2kp ` hkg`1q}f}Γ}φ}Γ (5.34)
Proof. Estimate (5.31). Changing domain of integration from Γ to Γh in the first term
and adding and subtracting suitable terms we obtain
Qapv, wq “ pDΓvlt, DΓwltqΓ ´ pDΓhvth , DΓhwthqKh (5.35)
“ ppDΓvltqe, pDΓwltqe|B|qKh ´ pDΓhvth , DΓhwthqKh (5.36)
“ pDΓvlt, DΓwltp|B| ´ 1qqKh (5.37)
` pDΓvlt, DΓwltqKh ´ pDΓhvth , DΓhwthqKh
Here the first term on the right hand is directly estimated using (4.13),
pDΓvlt, DΓwltp|B| ´ 1qqKh ď }DΓvlt}Kh}DΓwlt}Kh}1´ |B|}L8pΓhq (5.38)
À hkg`1}v}H1pΓhq}w}H1pΓhq (5.39)
where we used (5.19) to conclude that
}DΓvlt}Kh “ }P pvl b∇Γq ´ vlnκ}Γh (5.40)
À }vl b∇Γ}Γh ` }vn}Γh (5.41)
À }v b∇Γh}Γh ` }v}Γh (5.42)
À }v}H1pΓhq (5.43)
For the second term we add and subtract suitable terms and employ (5.17),
pDΓvlt, DΓwltqKh ´ pDΓhvth , DΓhwthqKh
“ pDΓvlt ´DΓhvth , DΓwltqKh ` pDΓhvth , DΓwlt ´DΓhwthqKh (5.44)
ď }DΓvlt ´DΓhvth}Kh}DΓwlt}Kh ` }DΓhvth}Kh}DΓwlt ´DΓhwth}Kh (5.45)
ď hkgp}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γhq}DΓwlt}Kh (5.46)
` hkg}DΓhvth}Khp}w}H1pΓhq ` h´1}wnh}Γhq
ď hkgp}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γhqp}w}H1pΓhq ` h´1}wnh}Γhq (5.47)
Combining the estimates we arrive at
Qapv, wq À hkgp}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γhqp}w}H1pΓhq ` h´1}wnh}Γhq (5.48)
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Estimate (5.32). Changing domain of integration from Γ to Γh and adding and sub-
tracting suitable terms we obtain
Qlpvq “ pf, vltqΓ ´ pf e, vthqΓh (5.49)
“ p|B|f e, PvqΓh ´ pf e, vthqΓh (5.50)
“ p|B|f e, pP ´ PhqvqΓh ` pp|B| ´ 1qf e, vthqΓh (5.51)
À }P ´ Ph}L8pΓhq}f e}Γh}v}Γh ` }|B| ´ 1}L8pΓhq }f e}Γh}vth}Γh (5.52)
À phkp ` hkg`1q}f}Γ}v}Γh (5.53)
where we used (4.13) followed by the norm equivalence (4.29).
Estimate (5.33). For ψ, φ P H2tanpΓq we have ψe, φe P H1pΓhq whereby estimate (5.17)
holds. Combined with the bound }φ}H1pΓhq ` h´1}φnh}Γh À }φ}H1tanpΓq, which we prove in
Lemma 5.7 below, we have the basic estimate
}pDΓφqe ´DΓhφeth}Kh À hkg}φ}H1tanpΓq (5.54)
Without loosing the desired approximation order of hkg`1, we may follow the proof
of estimate (5.31), combined with the bound }φe}H1pΓhq À }φ}H1tanpΓq, until (5.44) where
it remains to bound the term
pDΓeψt ´DΓhψeth , DΓeφtqKh ` pDΓhψeth , DΓeφt ´DΓhφethqKh (5.55)
For the second integral we by adding and subtracting suitable terms, applying the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and estimate (5.54) have
pDΓhψeth , DΓeφt ´DΓhφethqKh À h2kg}ψ}H1tanpΓq}φ}H1tanpΓq (5.56)
` pDΓeψt, DΓeφt ´DΓhφethqKh
where we note that the remaining integral is transpose symmetric to the first term in
(5.55) and thus the following analysis will hold for both these terms. As ψ, φ are tangential
we have the simplification
pDeΓψt, DeΓφt ´DΓhφethqKh “ pDeΓψ,DeΓφ´DΓhφethqKh (5.57)
“ pDeΓψ,DeΓφ´DΓhφeqΓhlooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
I
`pDeΓψ, κhφenhqΓhloooooooomoooooooon
II
(5.58)
where the identity (3.14) is used to rewrite DΓhφ
e
th
in the second equality.
Term I. We begin by expressing DΓhφ
e in terms of DΓφ. By the closest point extension
we have φe b∇ “ φb∇Γ which yields the identity
DΓhφ
e “ Phpφe b∇qPh (5.59)
“ Phpφb∇ΓqePh (5.60)
“ PhpP pφb∇Γqlooooomooooon
“DΓφ
qePh ` Phppnb nqpφb∇ΓqqePh (5.61)
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and this allows us to decompose term I into the following two terms
I “ pDeΓψ,DeΓφ´ PhDeΓφPhqΓhloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
I1
´pDeΓψ, Phppnb nqpφb∇ΓqqePhqΓhlooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon
I2
(5.62)
First we consider I1. Expanding the projections Ph “ I ´ nh b nh and recalling that
DΓψ,DΓφ are tangential we by the bound on P ¨ nh readily get
|I1| “ |pDeΓψ,DeΓφ´ PhDeΓφPhqΓh | (5.63)
“ |pDeΓψ, pnh b nhqDeΓφ`DeΓφpnh b nhq ´ pnh b nhqDeΓφpnh b nhqqΓh | (5.64)
À p}P ¨ nh}L8pΓhqlooooooomooooooon
Àhkg
q2}DeΓψ}L2pΓhq}DeΓφ}L2pΓhq (5.65)
À h2kg}ψ}H1tanpΓq}φ}H1tanpΓq (5.66)
Next we consider I2. Expanding the rightmost projection Ph “ I ´ nh b nh we get two
terms where it is sufficient to handle the second term using the bound on P ¨nh while for
the first term it is necessary to employ the non-standard Ph ¨ n geometry approximation
of Lemma 4.2. The calculations follow
|I2| ď |pDeΓψ, Phppnb nqpφb∇ΓqqeqΓh | (5.67)
` |pDeΓψ, Phppnb nqpφb∇Γqqenh b nhqΓh |
À |pPh ¨ n, pDΓψ ¨ pn ¨ pφb∇Γqqqelooooooooooooomooooooooooooon
PH1pΓqĂW 11 pΓq
qΓh | ` p}P ¨ nh}L8pΓhqlooooooomooooooon
Àhkg
q2}DΓψ}Γ}φb∇Γ}Γ (5.68)
À hkg`1}DΓψ ¨ pn ¨ pφb∇Γqq}W 11 pΓq ` h2kg}ψ}H1tanpΓq}φ}H1pΓq (5.69)
À hkg`1}ψ}H2pΓq}φ}H2pΓq ` h2kg}ψ}H1tanpΓq}φ}H1pΓq (5.70)
In the last inequality use the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality on the W 11 pΓq norm to achieve a
bound in H2pΓq norms and we can then move onto covariant derivatives via Lemma 2.3.
Term II. If kg “ 1 this term vanishes as κh “ 0. If kg ě 2 we by adding and subtracting
the exact curvature tensor have
II “ pDΓψ, pκh ´ κqpφ ¨ nhqqΓh ` pDΓψ, κpφ ¨ nhqqΓh (5.71)
“ pDΓψ, pκh ´ κqpφ ¨ pnh ´ nqqqΓhlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
II1
`pDΓψ, κpφ ¨ pP ¨ nhqqqΓhloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
II2
(5.72)
where we in the last equality utilize that φ is tangential to subtract n. By standard
geometry approximation bounds we for term II1 directly get the estimate
|II1| À }κ´ κh}L8pΓhqlooooooomooooooon
Àhkg´1
}n´ nh}L8pΓhqlooooooomooooooon
Àhkg
}DΓψ}L2pΓhq}φ}L2pΓhq (5.73)
À h2kg´1}ψ}H1tanpΓq}φ}L2pΓq (5.74)
which is sufficient as kg ` 1 ď 2kg ´ 1 for kg ě 2.
For term II2 we again need to utilize the non-standard geometry approximation esti-
mate in Lemma 4.2 which gives
|II2| À hkg`1}trpκDΓψqφ}W 11 pΓq À hkg`1}ψ}H2pΓq}φ}H1pΓq (5.75)
where we use the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality on the W 11 pΓq norm and the bound on κ in
the last inequality. We can now move onto covariant derivatives via Lemma 2.3.
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Conclusion (5.33). Collecting all terms and noting that the various norms on ψ and
φ are trivially bounded by }ψ}H2tanpΓq and }φ}H2tanpΓq concludes the proof of (5.33).
Estimate (5.34). Mimicking the calculation for (5.32) and utilizing that both f and
φ are tangential to Γ give
Qlpφq “ pf, φtqΓ ´ pf e, φethqΓh (5.76)
“ p|B|f e, φeqΓh ´ pf e, vthqΓh (5.77)
“ p|B|f e, pI ´ Phloomoon
“nhbnh
qφeqΓh ` pp|B| ´ 1qf e, φethqΓh (5.78)
“ p|B|nh ¨ f e, nh ¨ φeqΓh ` pp|B| ´ 1qf e, φethqΓh (5.79)
À }P ¨ nh}2L8pΓhq}f e}Γh}φe}Γh ` }|B| ´ 1}L8pΓhq }f e}Γh}φeth}Γh (5.80)
À ph2kp ` hkg`1q}f}Γ}φ}Γ (5.81)
where we finally use the norm equivalence (4.29). 
5.5 Basic Lemmas
Lemma 5.5 (Poincare´ Inequality on Γh) For kg ě 1, there are constants such that
for all v P H1pKhq and h P p0, h0s, with h0 small enough,
}v}Γh À }DΓhvth}Kh ` }vnh}Γh (5.82)
Proof. Using norm equivalence (4.28), splitting in tangent and normal components and
the triangle inequality we have
}v}Γh À }v}Γ À }vt}Γ ` }vn}Γ (5.83)
For the normal component we have the estimate
}vn}Γ À }pn´ nhq ¨ v}Γ ` }nh ¨ v}Γ (5.84)
À hkg}v}Γ ` }vnh}Γ (5.85)
À hkg}v}Γh ` }vnh}Γh (5.86)
Next the tangent component can be estimated using the Poincare´ inequality (Lemma 2.2)
on Γ
}vt}Γ À }DΓvt}Γ (5.87)
À }DΓvt}Kh (5.88)
À }DΓhvth}Kh ` }DΓvt ´DΓhvth}Kh (5.89)
À }DΓhvth}Kh ` hkg}v}H1pΓhq ` hkg´1lomon
À1
}vnh}Γh (5.90)
where we changed domain of integration from Γ to Γh, added and subtracted DΓhvth
and used the triangle inequality, and finally we used Lemma 5.3. Combining the two
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above estimates above in (5.83) and using a kickback argument to hide hkg}v}Γh for all
h P p0, h0s with h0 small enough, we conclude that
}v}Γh À }DΓhvth}Kh ` }vnh}Γh ` hkg}v b∇Γh}Γh (5.91)
What remains is to handle the last term in (5.91). For kg “ 1 we have the special
situation that nh and Ph are piecewise constant which leads to the identity vth b∇Γh “
pPhvthq b∇Γh “ Phpvth b∇Γhq “ DΓhvth , and we have the estimates
hkg}v b∇Γh}Γh ď hkg}vth b∇Γh}Kh ` hkg}pvnhnhq b∇Γh}Kh (5.92)
“ hkg}DΓhvth}Kh ` hkg}∇Γhvnh}Γh (5.93)
À hkg}DΓhvth}Kh ` hkg´1}vnh}Γh (5.94)
À }DΓhvth}Γh ` }vnh}Γh (5.95)
where we used the fact that nh is constant to conclude that vnh is a polynomial on each
element in the mesh and thus we have the inverse bound }∇Γhvnh}Γh À h´1}v}Γh . The
estimate (5.95) together with (5.91) concludes the proof of (5.82) in this case. For kg ě 2
we may instead use an inverse inequality,
hkg}v b∇Γh}Γh À hkg´1}v}Γh (5.96)
and conclude the proof of (5.82) by again using a kickback argument. 
Lemma 5.6 (Discrete H1 Type Bounds) For kp ě kg ě 1 and all v P Vh, h P p0, h0s
with h0 small enough, there are constants such that
}DΓhvth}Kh ` h´1}vnh}Γh À ~v~h (5.97)
}v b∇Γh}Γh À ~v~h (5.98)
}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γh À ~v~h (5.99)
Proof. Estimate (5.97). By adding and subtracting different normals, the triangle
inequality, geometric bounds, and the discrete Poincare´ inequality (5.82) we obtain
h´1}vnh}Γh À h´1}vrnh}Γh ` h´1}pn´ nhq ¨ v}Γh ` h´1}pn´ rnhq ¨ v}Γh (5.100)
À h´1}vrnh}Γh ` phkg´1 ` hkp´1qloooooooomoooooooon
À1
}v}Γh (5.101)
À h´1}vrnh}Γh ` }DΓhvth}Kh ` }vnh}Γh (5.102)
Hiding the }vnh}Γh term on the right using a kickback argument gives the bound
h´1}vnh}Γh À }DΓhvth}Kh ` h´1}vrnh}Γh (5.103)
and estimate (5.97) readily follows.
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Estimate (5.98). We begin with the estimate
}v b∇Γh}Γh ď }Phpv b∇Γhq}Γh ` }Qhpv b∇Γhq}Γh (5.104)
ď ~v~h ` }Qhpvt b∇Γhq}Γhlooooooooomooooooooon
I
`}Qhppvnnq b∇Γhq}Γhloooooooooooomoooooooooooon
II
(5.105)
À ~v~h ` h}v b∇Γh}Γh (5.106)
Here we used the orthogonal decomposition v “ vt ` vnn, the estimate
}Phpv b∇Γhq}Γh À }DΓhvth}Kh ` }vnh}Γh À ~v~h (5.107)
which holds by (5.97), and the estimates
I À ~v~h, II À h}v b∇Γh}Γh ` ~v~h (5.108)
The second term on the right hand side of (5.106) can now be hidden in the left hand
side using a kick back argument, for all h P p0, h0s with h0 small enough. We now turn
to the verification of the estimates of Terms I and II.
Term I. Starting from the expansion
vt “
3ÿ
i“1
vipi (5.109)
and computing the derivative we obtain
vt b∇Γh “
3ÿ
i“1
pi b p∇Γhviq ` vippi b∇Γhq (5.110)
Thus we conclude that
Qhpvt b∇Γhq “
3ÿ
i“1
Qhppi b p∇Γhviqq `Qhpvippi b∇Γhqq (5.111)
“
3ÿ
i“1
pQhpiq b p∇Γhviq ` viQhppi b∇Γhq (5.112)
and by the bounds }P ¨ nh}L8pΓhq À hkg and }∇Γhpi}L8pΓhq À 1 we have
}Qhvt b∇Γh}Γh À
3ÿ
i“1
hkg}∇Γhvi}Γh ` }vi}Γh “ ‹ (5.113)
Next, using the identity vi “ v ¨ pi “ v ¨ pPeiq we may add and subtract an interpolant
and then use super-approximation (4.47) and an inverse inequality as follows
}∇Γhvi}Γh À }∇ΓhpI ´ pihqpv ¨ piq}Kh ` }∇Γhpihvi}Kh (5.114)
À }v}Kh ` h´1}pihvi}Kh (5.115)
ď }v}Γh ` h´1}vi}Γh (5.116)
ď p1` h´1q}v}Γh (5.117)
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where we used the L2 super-stability of pih (4.48) and the trivial estimate |vi| ď |v|. Using
the discrete Poincare´ inequality (5.82) and the bound (5.97), we obtain
‹ À p1` hkg´1qlooooomooooon
À1
}v}Γh À }DΓhvth}Kh ` }vnh}Γh À ~v~h (5.118)
Thus we conclude that
I À ~v~h (5.119)
Term II. Proceeding in the same way as above
}Qhpvnnq b∇Γh}Γh ď }∇Γhvn}Γh ` }vn}Γh}QhκQh}L8pΓhq (5.120)
À }∇ΓhpI ´ pihqvn}Γh ` }∇Γhppihvnq}Γh (5.121)
` hkg}vn}Γh}QhPκPQh}L8pΓhq
À h}v b∇Γh}Γh ` h´1}pihvn}Γh ` h2kg}vn}Γh (5.122)
À h}v b∇Γh}Γh ` ph´1 ` h2kgqloooooomoooooon
Àh´1
}vn}Γh (5.123)
where we used super-approximation (4.46), an inverse inequality, and the L2 super-
stability of pih (4.48). In the second term we replace n by nh, and use (5.82),
}vn}Γh À }vnh}Γh ` hkg}v}Γh (5.124)
À }vnh}Γh ` hkgp}DΓhvth}Kh ` }vnh}Γhq (5.125)
Thus we have
h´1}vn}Γh À ph´1 ` hkg´1qlooooooomooooooon
Àh´1
}vnh}Γh ` hkg´1lomon
À1
}DΓhvth}Kh À ~v~h (5.126)
where we used (5.97). Collecting the estimates we obtain
II À h}v b∇Γh}Γh ` ~v~h (5.127)
which finalizes the proof of estimate (5.98).
Estimate (5.99). Using the discrete Poincare´ inequality (5.82) and estimates (5.98)
and (5.97) we obtain
}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γh À }v}Γh ` }v b∇Γh}Γh ` h´1}vnh}Γh À ~v~h (5.128)

Lemma 5.7 (A Continuous H1 Type Bound) For kg ě 1 and h P p0, h0s with h0
small enough, there are constants such that
}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γh À }v}H1tanpΓq, @v P H1tanpΓq (5.129)
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Proof. We have the estimates
}v}H1pΓhq ` h´1}vnh}Γh “ }v}H1pΓq ` h´1}pn´ nhq ¨ v}Γh (5.130)
“ }v}H1pΓq ` hkg´1}v}Γh (5.131)
À p1` hkg´1q}v}H1tanpΓq (5.132)
À }v}H1tanpΓq (5.133)
where we used equivalence of norms (4.28) and (2.72) for the first term and the fact that
v is tangential to subtract the exact normal and the bound (3.2) for the error in the
normal combined with the Poincare´ inequality (Lemma 2.2) for the second term. 
5.6 Error Estimates
Theorem 5.1 (Energy Error Estimate) Let u P Hku`1tan pΓq be the solution to (2.92)
and uh the solution to (3.7), and assume that the geometry approximation assumptions
are fulfilled and kp ě kg ě 1. Then the following estimate holds
~e~h À phku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.134)
for all h P p0, h0s, with h0 small enough.
Proof. Let e “ u´ pihu` pihu´ uhlooomooon
eh
and note that
~e~h ď ~u´ pihu~h ` ~eh~h (5.135)
À hku}u}Hku`1tan pΓq ` ~eh~h (5.136)
To estimate ~eh~h we add and subtract suitable terms
~eh~2h “ Ahpeh, ehq (5.137)
“ Ahppihu´ u, ehq ` Ahpu´ uh, ehq (5.138)
“ Ahppihu´ u, ehq ` Ahpu, ehq ´ lhpehq (5.139)
“ Ahppihu´ u, ehq ` ahputh , eh,thq´apu, eh,tq ` lpeh,tqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“0
´lhpehq ` shpu, ehq (5.140)
“ Ahppihu´ u, ehq ´Qapu, ehq `Qlpehq ` shpu, ehq (5.141)
À ~pihu´ u~h~eh~h (5.142)
` hkg p}u}H1pΓhq ` h´1}unh}Γhqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
À
paq
}u}
H1tanpΓq
p}eh}H1pΓhq ` h´1}eh,nh}Γhqloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
À
pbq
~eh~h
` hkg`1}f}Γ }eh}Γhlomon
À
pcq
~eh~h
` hkp´1}u}Γ }eh}shlomon
À~eh~h
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Here we used the identity lpeh,tq ´ lhpehq “ lpehq ´ lhpehq “ Qlpehq, which holds since f
is tangential; the geometric error bounds in Lemma 5.4; the estimates: (a) follows from
(5.129), (b) follows from (5.99), and (c) follows from (5.82); and
shpu, ehq ď }u}sh}eh}sh (5.143)
“ βh´1}rnh ¨ u}Γh}eh}sh (5.144)
“ βh´1}prnh ´ nq ¨ u}Γh}eh}sh (5.145)
À hkp´1}u}Γ}eh}sh (5.146)
where we used the fact that u is tangential to subtract n and the bound (3.6).
Finally, using the interpolation error estimate (5.4), the Poincare´ inequality (2.66),
and the trivial inequality }f}Γ À }u}H2tanpΓq we obtain
~eh~h À hku}u}Hku`1tan pΓq ` hkg}u}H1tanpΓq ` hkg`1}f}Γ ` hkp´1}u}Γ (5.147)
À phku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.148)
which concludes the proof. 
Theorem 5.2 (L2 Error Estimate) Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 5.1
and kp ě 2 the following estimate holds
}e}Γ À phku`1 ` hkg`1 ` hkpq}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.149)
Proof. Splitting the error in a tangential and normal part
}e}Γ ď }et}Γ ` }en}Γ (5.150)
Here we have the following estimate of the normal component
}en}Γ À }e ¨ n}Γh (5.151)
À }e ¨ pn´ rnhq}Γh ` }e ¨ rnh}Γh (5.152)
À hkp}e}Γh ` }e ¨ rnh}Γh (5.153)
À hkp}e}Γ ` h~e~h (5.154)
À hkp}et}Γ ` hkp}en}Γ ` h~e~h (5.155)
Using kickback and the energy norm estimate we obtain
}en}Γ À hkp}et}Γ ` hphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.156)
Next to estimate the tangential part of the error we introduce the dual problem: find
φ P H1tanpΓq such that
apv, φq “ pv, ψq @v P H1tanpΓq (5.157)
where ψ P L2pΓq is tangential. As ψ P L2pΓq we by (2.96) have the elliptic stability
}φ}H2tanpΓq À }ψ}Γ (5.158)
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Setting v “ ψ “ et, and adding and subtracting suitable terms we obtain
}et}2Γ “ pet, ψqΓ (5.159)
“ ape, φq (5.160)
“ ape, φ´ pihφq ` ape, pihφq (5.161)
“ ape, φ´ pihφq ` lppihφq ´ apuh, pihφq (5.162)
“ ape, φ´ pihφq ` lppihφq ´ lhppihφq ` Ahpuh, pihφqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
“0
´apuh, pihφq (5.163)
“ ape, φ´ pihφq `Qlppihφq ´Qapuh, pihφq ` shpuh, pihφq (5.164)
“ ape, φ´ pihφq `Qlppihφq `Qapeh, pihφq ` shpuh, pihφq ´Qappihu, pihφqloooooomoooooon
‹
(5.165)
where eh “ pihu ´ uh as above and we especially indicate the last term ‹ as the bound
for this term does not directly follow from standard calculations. Using the Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality, interpolation estimates, Lemma 5.4, and bounds which we list and
verify below we obtain
}et}2Γ À }et}a}φ´ pihφ}a (5.166)
` hkg`1}f}Γ~pihφ~h
` hkg~eh~h~pihφ~h
` }uh,n}a}pihφ}a
` }uh}sh}pihφ}sh
` |‹ |
À h
´
hkg}et}Γ ` p1` hqphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq
¯
}φ}H2pΓq (5.167)
` hkg`1}f}Γ}φ}H2tanpΓq
` hkgphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq
`
´
hkp}et}Γ ` hphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq
¯
}φ}H2tanpΓq
` ph` hkp´1qphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq
` hkg`1}u}H2tanpΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq
À
´
phkg`1 ` hkpq}et}Γ (5.168)
` p1` hkp´2qlooooomooooon
À1 for kpě2
phku`1 ` hkg`1 ` hkpq}u}Hku`1tan pΓq
¯
}ψ}Γlomon
“}et}Γ
where we in the last inequality use }f}Γ À }u}H2tanpΓq and the stability estimate (5.158).
Hiding the phkg`1 ` hkpq}et}Γ term on the right with a kickback argument and recalling
that kp ě 2, together with the bounds we verify below, completes the proof.
Bounds used in (5.166)–(5.168). We used the following bounds on the error
}et}a À hkg}et}Γ ` p1` hqphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.169)
~eh~ À phku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.170)
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on the discrete solution
}uh,n}a À hkp}et}Γ ` hphku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.171)
}uh}sh À phku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.172)
on the interpolant
~pihφ~h À }φ}H2tanpΓq (5.173)
}pihφ}a À }φ}H2tanpΓq (5.174)
}pihφ}sh À ph` hkp´1q}φ}H2tanpΓq (5.175)
and on the special term
|‹ | “ |Qappihu, pihφq| À hkg`1}u}H2tanpΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq (5.176)
Verification of (5.169). By adding and subtracting suitable terms, applying the tri-
angle inequality and using the identity Pen b∇Γ “ pe ¨ nqκ we get
}et}a À }e}a ` }e ¨ n}Kh (5.177)
ď }eh}a ` }u´ pihu}a ` }en}Γ (5.178)
where eh “ pihu ´ uh as above. We get the final bound by; on the first term applying
equivalence of norms (4.28) and estimate (5.99) yielding
}eh}a À }eh}H1pΓq À }eh}H1pΓhq À ~eh~h À phku ` hkg ` hkp´1q}u}Hku`1tan pΓq (5.179)
where the last inequality comes from the bound (5.148); on the second term applying an
interpolation estimate; and on the last term using the bound (5.156) on }en}Γ.
Verification of (5.170). This bound directly holds by (5.148).
Verification of (5.171). By the identity Puh,n b∇Γ “ puh ¨ nqκ “ ppuh ´ uq ¨ nqκ we
have
}uh,n}a “ }Puh,n b∇Γ}Γ “ }ppuh ´ uq ¨ nqκ}Γ À }en}Γ (5.180)
and the bound then follows by using estimate (5.156).
Verification of (5.172). Applying the triangle inequality and utilizing the fact that u
is tangential similarly to the calculation in (5.143)–(5.146) we have
}uh}sh ď }u´ uh}sh ` }u}sh (5.181)
À ~e~h ` hkp´1}u}Γ (5.182)
Applying the energy error estimate gives the final bound.
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Verification of (5.173). First note that by the triangle inequality, the bound on nh,
and an interpolation estimate we have
}DΓhpihφ}Γh À }ppihφq b∇Γh}Γh (5.183)
À }φb∇Γh}Γh ` }pφ´ pihφq b∇Γh}Γh (5.184)
À }φb∇Γ}Γ ` h}φ}H2pΓq (5.185)
À }φ}H2pΓq (5.186)
where we in (5.185) utilize the equivalence of norms (4.28). Adding and subtracting
suitable terms, applying the triangle inequality and interpolation and geometry estimates
then yield
~pihφ~2h “ }DΓhpihφ}2Γh ` h´2}rnh ¨ pihφ}2Γh (5.187)
À }φ}2H2pΓq ` h´2}rnh ¨ ppihφ´ φq}2Γh ` h´2}prnh ´ nq ¨ φ}2Γh (5.188)
À p1` h2kp´2qlooooomooooon
À1 for kpě1
}φ}2H2pΓq À }φ}2H2tanpΓq (5.189)
where we in the last inequality use Lemma 2.3 to move onto covariant derivatives.
Verification of (5.174). Adding and subtracting terms and applying an interpolation
estimate yield
}pihφ}a ď }φ´ pihφ}a ` }φ}a À h}φ}H2pΓq ` }φ}H1tanpΓq À }φ}H2tanpΓq (5.190)
where we finally use Lemma 2.3 to move onto covariant derivatives.
Verification of (5.175). This bound is established as follows
}pihφ}sh “ βh´1}rnh ¨ pihφ}Γh (5.191)
À h´1}rnh ¨ ppihφ´ φq}Γh ` h´1}prnh ´ nq ¨ φ}Γh (5.192)
À h}φ}H2pΓq ` hkp´1}φ}Γ (5.193)
À ph` hkp´1q}φ}H2tanpΓq (5.194)
where we added and subtracted suitable terms, used the fact that φ is tangential, inter-
polation and geometry estimates, and finally Lemma 2.3.
Verification of (5.176). To achieve a bound of the right order for this last term we
need to utilize the higher regularity of u, φ P H2tanpΓq. The bound is obtained by
|‹ | “ |Qappihu, pihφq| (5.195)
“ |Qappihu´ u, pihφ´ φq `Qapu, pihφ´ φq (5.196)
`Qappihu´ u, φq `Qapu, φq|
À hkg `}u´ pihu}H1pΓhq ` h´1}pu´ pihuq ¨ nh}Γh˘ (5.197)
¨ `}φ´ pihφ}H1pΓhq ` h´1}pφ´ pihφq ¨ nh}Γh˘
` hkg}u}H1tanpΓq
`}φ´ pihφ}H1pΓhq ` h´1}pφ´ pihφq ¨ nh}Γh˘
` hkg `}u´ pihu}H1pΓhq ` h´1}pu´ pihuq ¨ nh}Γh˘ }φ}H1tanpΓq
` hkg`1}u}H2tanpΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq
À phkg`2ku ` hkg`ku ` hkg`1qloooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooon
Àhkg`1 for kuě1
}u}H2tanpΓq}φ}H2tanpΓq (5.198)
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where in (5.196) we add and subtract suitable terms; in (5.197) we apply (5.31) to all
but the last term to which we instead apply the higher regularity bound (5.33); and in
(5.198) we apply the interpolation estimate (4.45). 
6 Numerical Results
6.1 Implementation Aspects
Experimental Set-up. For our numerical experiments we implemented the variations
of the method in Matlab and used its built-in backslash operator, i.e., a direct solver,
to solve the resulting sparse linear system of equations. All experiments were run on a
computer with 64 GB memory.
Construction of Geometry Approximations. To construct a higher-order geometry
approximation Γh we started from a piecewise linear mesh Kh,1 and composed a paramet-
ric mesh Kh,kg by adding nodes for higher-order Lagrange basis functions on each facet
K P Kh,1 Ă Uδ0pΓq and mapping the positions of these nodes onto the exact surface Γ by
the closest point map p : Uδ0 Ñ Γ. In our experiments we consider 1 ď kg ď 5.
To investigate whether or not convergence is dependent of the mesh structure we also
used perturbed meshes, which were generated by randomly moving the mesh vertices
in Kh,1 a distance proportional to h and then mapping the vertices back onto Γ by the
closest point map.
Penalty Term Normal Approximations. The L2pΓhq error estimate (Theorem 5.2)
implies that, in order to achieve optimal order convergence, a better approximation of
the normal in the penalty term is required. In our numerical experiments we have access
to the true normal on Γ and we can thus readily construct approximations of arbitrary
order. As described in Section 3.3 the improved normal approximations in the penalty
term in our implementation are based on node-wise interpolation of the exact normal.
Such an implementation is actually very convenient as we are able to deliver an optimal
order method using the same order basis functions for the solution, the geometry, and
the penalty term normal.
Alternatively, if the normal to the discrete geometry Γh is used in the penalty term,
a higher-order geometry approximation could be used to achieve optimal order conver-
gence. This alternative, however, requires higher-order basis functions for the geometry
approximation. In our experiments below we consider both options.
6.2 Model Problem and Numerical Example
Geometry. The surface of a torus can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as»–xy
z
fifl “
»–pR ` r cospθqq cospφqpR ` r cospθqq sinpφq
r sinpθq
fifl (6.1)
where 0 ď θ, φ ă 2pi are angles and R, r ą 0 are fixed radii. For our model problem we
consider such a geometry with radii R “ 1 and r “ 0.6. Any point on the torus surface
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(a) Structured mesh (b) Perturbed mesh
Figure 1: Example meshes. (a) Structured mesh with mesh size h “ 0.25. (b) Per-
turbed version of the same mesh.
(a) Analytical solution (b) Numerical solution
Figure 2: Solution. (a) Illustration of the analytical solution (6.2) to the model
problem. (b) Numerical solution for the standard formulation of the model problem
using isoparametric linear finite elements (h “ 0.25).
can thus be specified using the toroidal coordinates tθ, φu. This surface is illustrated in
Figure 1(a) where we present an example mesh Kh,1 describing a piecewise linear surface
approximation Γh,1 of the torus, and in Figure 1(b) we illustrate a perturbed version of
the same mesh.
Manufactured Problem. We manufacture problems on this geometry from the fol-
lowing ansatz as our analytical tangential vector field solution (expressed in Cartesian
coordinates)
u “
»– ´r sinp3φ` θq cospφq2 sinpθq ´ cospφ` 3θq sinp3φq sinpφqpR ` r cospθqqcospφ` 3θq sinp3φq cospφqpR ` r cospθqq ´ r sinp3φ` θq cospφq sinpφq sinpθq
r sinp3φ` θq cospφq cospθq
fifl
(6.2)
and we calculate the corresponding load tangential vector field for both the standard
problem (2.92) and the symmetric problem (2.98). The analytical solution is illustrated
in Figure 2(a).
A Numerical Example. A numerical solution to the model problem using the stan-
dard formulation of the vector Laplacian is shown in Figure 2(b). In Figure 3 we present
the magnitude of the pointwise error over Γh using piecewise linear finite elements which
varying of the geometry and normal approximations. The results confirm what we can
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(a) kg “ ku “ 1 (b) kg “ 2, ku “ 1 (c) kg “ ku “ 1, kp “ 2
Figure 3: Error magnitude. Error magnitudes }u ´ uh}R3 where blue is small
and red is large for the standard formulation of the model problem using linear finite
elements (h “ 0.25). Note that the increased order of geometry approximation in (b)
yields very similar results to (c) where only the normal approximation order in the
penalty term is increased, implicating the normal approximation in the penalty term
as the dominant source of the error for the isoparametric elements in (a).
suspect from looking at our estimates; when using isoparametric elements and the nor-
mal of Γh in the penalty term, the dominating error seems to stem from the normal
approximation in the penalty term.
6.3 Convergence
We perform convergence studies in L2pΓhq norm on the model problem for both the
standard problem (2.92), formulated using the full covariant derivative DΓh , and the
symmetric problem (2.98), formulated using the symmetric part of the covariant deriva-
tive Γh . To detect mesh dependence we give results for both structured and perturbed
meshes, see example meshes in Figure 1.
According to the L2pΓhq norm error estimate in Theorem 5.2 we have optimal order
convergence if the normal in the penalty term is of one order better approximation than
the normal we have using isoparametric elements. Also, the normal in the penalty term
must have an approximation order at least as good as the normal to a piecewise quadratic
interpolation of the surface. Looking at the the convergence results in Figure 4, and the
corresponding results in Figure 5, it seems like the requirements in Theorem 5.2 are actu-
ally sharp. In particular we note a loss of convergence in the case of linear isoparametric
elements and suboptimal convergence for higher-order elements. Using either superpara-
metric elements, i.e., elements where the geometry approximation is one order higher
than the finite element approximation, or improving the normal approximation in the
penalty term, we see restored optimal order convergence. While we in the analysis only
prove Theorem 5.2 for the standard problem (2.92) we in Figure 6 note that the situation
seems to be the same for the symmetric problem (2.98).
Choice of β. In the numerical results we have consistently used the normal penalty
parameter β “ 10. That this is a reasonable choice is motivated by the numerical study
presented in Figure 7 where we present results for the lowest order elements that exhibit
optimal convergence, i.e., linear superparametric elements and linear isoparametric ele-
ments with an improved normal in the penalty term. We see that some large values for
β give a noticeably increased magnitude for the L2pΓhq error, albeit still with the correct
asymptotic convergence rate.
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Figure 4: Convergence for standard problem. Convergence in L2pΓhq norm is
in agreement with the error estimates. (a) Using isoparametric elements we have no
convergence for ku “ 1 and a convergence rate of hku for higher-order elements. The
loss of one order here is expected. (b) Using superparametric elements we have optimal
order convergence. (c) Using isoparametric elements but with an improved normal
approximation in the penalty term we again see optimal order convergence.
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Figure 5: Convergence on perturbed meshes. The method seems stable with
respect to mesh structure as L2pΓhq convergence is unaffected by mesh perturbations,
yielding results very similar to the structured case. (a) Using isoparametric elements
we have no convergence for ku “ 1 and a convergence rate of hku for higher-order
elements. (b) Using superparametric elements we have optimal order convergence.
(c) Using isoparametric elements but with an improved normal approximation in the
penalty term we again see optimal order convergence.
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Figure 6: Convergence for symmetric problem. The method show the same
L2pΓhq convergence behavior for the symmetric problem as for the standard problem.
(a) Using isoparametric elements we have no convergence for ku “ 1 and a convergence
rate of hku for higher-order elements. (b) Using superparametric elements we have
optimal order convergence. (c) Using isoparametric elements but with an improved
normal approximation in the penalty term we again see optimal order convergence.
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(b) kg “ 2, ku “ 1, normal com-
ponent
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Figure 7: β-Study. Convergence studies in L2pΓhq norm on the model problem
for the standard formulation using various values of the normal penalty parameter
β. (a) Convergence for lowest order superparametric element. (b) Normal component
convergence for lowest order superparametric element. (c) Convergence for lowest order
isoparametric element with increased normal approximation order in the penalty term.
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Figure 8: Convergence using Lagrange multiplier approach. Convergence
studies in L2pΓhq norm using the Lagrange multiplier approach. (a) Isoparametric
elements suffer from the loss of one order. It might, however, seem like the lowest order
isoparametric element is of optimal order but in light of the results in (b) it seems
this behavior will eventually stop. (c) Using superparametric elements we have optimal
order convergence. Note that we were unable to compute the last data points for ku “ 4
due to lack of memory (the mesh at this last data point consists of roughly 1.7 ˆ 105
elements and the finite element space Vh with ku “ 4 has 4.1ˆ 106 DoFs).
The Lagrange Multiplier Approach. An alternative to using the penalty term,
which does not involve a choice of β, is the Lagrange multiplier approach described in
Remark 3.4. This, more elaborate approach, is also numerically more expensive than the
penalty term approach as it is posed as a saddle point problem and the size of the resulting
sparse system of equations is increased by the dimension of the approximation space of
the Lagrange multipliers. In the convergence results in Figure 8 we note very similiar
performance to the penalty term approach, with the notable exception that we now see
convergence also for the lowest order isoparametric element. At first glance it might even
seem like the L2pΓhq convergence for the lowest order isoparametric element is of optimal
order, but looking at the normal component of the error presented in Figure 8(b) it is
clear that the asymptotic behavior cannot be of optimal order. Nevertheless, in cases
where linear isoparametric elements must be used the Lagrange multiplier approach has
a clear advantage.
Tangential Convergence. While we in the analysis above prove convergence rates in
energy and L2 norms on the full vector field it is of course also of interest to investigate the
convergence behavior for the tangential part of the solution. In Figure 9 we explore the
tangential error in L2pΓhq norm when using isoparametric elements in the penalty term
approach respectively in the Lagrange multiplier approach. With the exception of linear
isoparametric elements using the penalty term approach where we still lack convergence,
the convergence rates for the tangential part of the error seem to be of optimal order also
for isoparametric elements. Tangential convergence is arguably more natural to consider
as we in the considered vector Laplace problems seek to approximate a tangential vector
field.
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(b) Lagrange multiplier approach
Figure 9: Tangential convergence. Convergence studies in L2pΓhq norm for the
part of the solution tangential to Γh in the standard problem. (a) All but the lowest
order isoparametric element show optimal order convergence using the penalty term ap-
proach. (b) Using the Lagrange multiplier approach also the lowest order isoparametric
element exhibits optimal convergence rates.
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